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A Smile Makeover is redesigning for a new cosmetically enhanced and improved smile. Our technology and state-of-the-art advanced systems ensures that we create beautiful natural looking teeth. We can carry out this procedure on front teeth only or both front and back teeth. You also have the option of deciding whether you would like the treatment carried out on upper or lower teeth only or both upper and lower teeth. The choice is yours. We simply blend the work done into your overall smile.

Alternative options to this include a mini-makeover, micro-bonding or cosmetic braces. However a full smile makeover is great option for those people who do not want orthodontics.

We can change the appearance of either crooked teeth, teeth with gaps, discoloured teeth, decayed teeth and broken down teeth; or restore the entire mouth, with a combination of any of the above problems.

The aim is to create straighter, cosmetically enhanced looking teeth without physically re-aligning or moving the teeth.

We can cosmetically design a new smile using Porcelain Veneers. These are thin facings that are bonded onto the outer surfaces of your teeth. There are many types available including no-preparation or minimal preparation veneers such as Ultrathin Veneers.

We can also use a combination of crowns, bridges, veneers, implants in conjunction with laser treatment, to create your makeover, as part of a comprehensive plan.
We can give you the opportunity to be able to create a predictable bespoke smile enhancement that is unique to you. We create Beautiful Customised Smiles with our Smiles2SuitU concept giving you the control you need and eliminating uncertainty.

We understand that when deciding to have cosmetic transformations people are often looking for a smile makeover that makes them look better not different. Also, most people are looking for an individual look that sits in harmony with the rest of their face.

We are dedicated to creating a smile enhancement that absolutely suits you. A personalised smile is very different from standard traditional veneer smiles. A Smiles2SuitU smile makeover requires detailed smile design work and it requires examination and assessment of all your associated features.
WE LOOK AT MANY ASPECTS INFLUENCING YOUR ULTIMATE SMILE MAKEOVER

- Your facial shape
- Your skin colour and tone
- How your facial muscles work
- Your bite and how your teeth function
- The type of lips that form the stage for your smile
- How wide or narrow your smile is
- The condition and shape of your existing teeth
- The condition and visibility of your gums
- How your smile looks from different angles
- And many more considerations...

COMPLETE CARE ASSESSMENT
We create exacting smiles using our Signature Complete Care Assessment program. This is an intensive highly detailed assessment that can last up to 3 or 4 hours. It involves for the most part using various state of the art diagnostics and understanding the details of your mouth. As a patient it is a very comfortable exercise and our patient care team are on hand at all times to cater for your every need. You will also be able to enjoy our relaxation suite with refreshments during your breaks whilst we do some very sophisticated treatment planning using innovative smile design technology.

COSMETIC SMILES CAN BE CREATED FOR
- Straightening crowded teeth
- Correct protruding teeth
- Close gaps
- Improve teeth colour
- Mask darker teeth
- Make long-lasting changes to your smile
- Crooked teeth
- Worn teeth
- Protection of heavily filled teeth
- Reduce ‘gummy’ smiles or correct uneven gum levels.
- Change length and shape of teeth
- Widen narrow smiles.

ADVANTAGES OF A SMILE MAKEOVER
Once the smile design is created, the treatment itself will take only a few appointments. Most of the treatment time is involved in our detailed examination and assessment to make sure that the smile design created for the smile makeover is completely customised to you thus giving you’re your most ideal smile.

COSMETIC SMILE DIGITAL ENHANCEMENT
STEP 1
We will start the process with a highly detailed and thorough comprehensive examination and assessment. We will then construct a customised treatment plan and design your unique new smile.

STEP 2
Dr. Doshi will then create a Trial Smile. This is a temporary smile fitted over your teeth for a few days. It gives you the opportunity to literally “try-out” your new smile before you have the final result.

STEP 3
This is a review appointment allowing for any necessary adjustments and thus giving you greater control of your end result.

STEP 4
Your final teeth will then be fitted with your new smile.

STEP 5
This appointment gives you the opportunity to have any further refining cosmetic enhancements.
The Natural Perfect Smile

WHAT MAKES A NATURAL PERFECT SMILE?

The Natural Smile is an enhanced cosmetic creation with various aspects to it that are not standard to all smiles. This makes it a smile that is unique to you. It takes the basics of smile design principals and adds very subtle nuances that on their own would be perceived as a discrepancy but together combine to form an appeal unique to you.

The natural smile considers all aspects of your face and not just the mouthpart. In fact, it is a great way of creating an illusion of health and well-being without anyone being able to point out the exact reason for this. Since the Natural Smile is not easily noticed, most people get comments such as "You look well, have you changed something...your hair perhaps?" You will look great but it will be difficult for people to state exactly what makes you look so good. This is often the appeal Natural Smiles have due to their inconspicuous nature.
The Hollywood Perfect Smile

This is a conspicuous dazzling smile often worn by celebrities and people in the media. It’s literally the red carpet look!

The Hollywood Smile gives the illusion of a glowing and radiant personality. Also, the glitz of your smile has a unique appeal on making you appear more youthful and vibrant. The entire smile is designed to reflect a glamorous look.

**IT MAKES YOU APPEAR YOUNGER**
It has a more glassy and high shine finish. This alludes to youth. It embraces the newness of youth and hence those wanting to regain their lost vitality can use a Hollywood smile to re-emphasise being younger.

**YOUR SMILE BECOMES MORE NOTICABLE**
Your smile becomes the focal point of your face and it is easily noticed. This is very common with celebrities such as Cheryl Cole and Simon Cowell.

**OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE**
The Hollywood Smile allows you the change to alter the shape and form of your existing teeth. This can be very useful if you have worn or misshapen teeth. Also, a Hollywood smile has less surface texturing and hence gives the teeth a more newer unworn appearance.

**CORRECTING ABNORMAILITIES IN YOUR SMILE**
The Hollywood Smile gives you the perfect opportunity to eliminate discoloured, spaced, darkened and crooked teeth. Thus, giving you the perfect smile with nicer whiter and straighter teeth.

**GIVES YOU BACK YOUR CONFIDENCE**
The Hollywood Perfect Smile is often the envy of many and it can be a great way for you to increase your confidence and self-esteem. Studies have proven the importance of a great smile in everyday life.
How do you plan & design My treatment?

The process starts with a FREE discovery consultation where we discuss your needs and requirements with a Computerised Photographic Assessment to help you understand the possibilities.

During this consultation we use a Computerised Photographic Assessment to help you understand the possibilities and your perception of your smile. We are at this stage able to assist you with potential options available to you. Depending on your requirements we can customise and tailor-make individual treatments plans to suit your needs and budgets. You can opt from simple procedures to more complex involved treatments plans to produce your beautiful new smile. Our aim is answer your questions and provide you with all the advantages and disadvantages.

Thereafter, we will design your new smile according to your specifications during the examination appointment. You will have plenty of opportunity to be able to preview the type of smile you are looking for with our digital smile designing process, mockup smiles or trial smile. This gives you more choice and involvement in your resulting smile.
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About Us

We want our patients to experience the peace of mind that they are in safe hands and in total control of the solutions available to them.

Our team of highly skilled cosmetic dentists, trusted specialists and dedicated friendly and knowledgeable team of care nurses, pride ourselves on the results that we are able to achieve by exceeding expectations and changing the lives of our patients for the better.

We are committed to providing customised cosmetic dentistry treatments in a relaxing and comfortable environment. We want to help restore that perfect smile for our valued patients using the breadth of experience, skill and knowledge that we are forever accumulating for your care and attention.

As a result we want to change the lives of our patients not only by transforming their smiles, but a change in the health of their mouth, structure of their teeth and thus their confidence. Our team will also endeavour to exceed your expectations in everything that we do.